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Preface information by computerized techniques, a system of
procedures to process data must be developed. This

The following guide to Infotheque was designed to manual describes these procedures for Infotheque.
instruct interested staff of the Engineering and Architec-
ture Branch in the operation of a computerized informa- The authors wish to acknowledge the assistance of the
tion, storage and retrieval facility. Infotheque includes following people in the preparation of this manual: R.
information relevant to restoration preservation and Orr, P. Pratt, R. Letellier, F. Leblanc, M. Weaver, S.
construction in its storage. To store and retrieve Sproule and L. Parsons.
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Abstract

Infotheque is a computerized information storage and
retrieval system in which data, having been stored in
the memory of the computer, can be recalled for use by
submitting properly formulated questions. When data,
consisting of letters and numbers, are entered into
memory by punch cards, certain words containing the
essential meaning of the data are designated. These

are called keywords and provide the tool by which a
document may be identified as relevant. The computer
will, if requested, issue an alphabetic list of all the
keywords stored in its memory. This serves as a
convenient index. Facilities to cope with highly special-
ized or confidential information are also provided.

Graphic information, such as architectural drawings or
structural chemical formulae, can also be stored and
retrieved (in the form of a computer printout).
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Introduction

With the increase in the types and amounts of informa-
tion generated by technical activity, the problem of
identifying and finding information which relates to a
topic becomes more complex. This is true in restoration
preservation and construction activity. Infotheque was
developed to simplify this problem. This facility allows a
computer to be used as a tool to assist in searches of
the literature.

A large body of information related to restoration
preservation and construction has been stored in the
form of punch cards. A user can gain access to this
information by submitting to the computer queries
constructed of keywords.

In developing Infotheque a number of procedures have
been established which permit the entry and retrieval of
information. The objective of this manual is to provide a
guide to these procedures.
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Chapter 1
Information Entry

1.1
Forms

The first step for entry into or retrieval of data from
Infotheque is to record the pertinent data on a suitable
form. There are three forms, one for handwritten
entries, a second for typed entries, and a third for
graphic data - such as drawings. Samples of the forms
are shown in Appendix 6.9 "Transaction Forms for
Infotheque". The entry form for typing is intended for
use with double spacing on six-lines-per-inch typewrit-
ers. These forms are in two sections, — the code
section (columns 1 to 20) and the data section (columns
21-80). The preferred method of entering data is to
record it on columns 21 to 70, since inclusion of data in
columns 71-80 can result in keypunching problems.

1.2
Keywords

These are words which describe the most important
topics found in the document. A keyword may be one
word or a group of words. There are two main types of
keywords: ORDINARY and RANGE, which are identified
on the entry form by underlining the word or phrase.
Ordinary keywords describe topics and concepts
whereas range keywords describe quantitative infor-
mation such as prices. In range keywords, numeric
values are placed in ascending order on data entry
records. A range item may show only one value, e.g.,
Datepub 1950 - 19502. Conventions for entering range
data are shown in Appendix 6.1, "Conventions for
Entering Range Data". On certain items of data, a
series of special prefixes is used. These prefixes are
shown in Appendix 6.2, "List of Keyword Prefixes".

Frequently, keywords which reflect the general category
of the document involved, and which do not occur in the
text, may be usefully added. Refer to Appendix 6.3,
"Categories of Documents", for suggestions for such
keywords.

1.3
Proofreading and Correction

1.3.1
Detection of Error
Errors are easy to make, particularly when entering
data. It is therefore essential to proofread all entry
transactions at least twice before they are submitted for
keypunching. When an edit report3 is printed, it should
be carefully checked and all necessary corrections to
the punch cards made. If an error, or deficiency of data,
goes unnoticed in the different proofreading steps,
procedures exist which allow for modification or
changes in records.

1.3.2
The ADD Transaction
An ADD transaction is made when data is to be added
to an existing record. Columns 1 to 3 of the form" must
show the letters ADD. The added data (keywords may
be included) is placed between the word ADD and the
date of the addition. The number of the record must
also appear on the form.

1.3.3
The DEL Transaction
A DEL transaction is made when it is necessary to
delete the record entirely because of an unacceptable
error. After deletion, the corrected version may be
submitted as a new record. Columns 1 to 3 of the
transaction form should show the characters DEL, and
the number of the record intended for deletion should
be shown."

Footnotes

'There are other types of keywords used only in data retrieval.
These are discussed later.

2This differs from queries where a value range must be shown.

3See section 3.1.1, "Edit Reports".

4See Appendix 6.9, "InfothequeTransaction Forms".
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1.4
Flow Chart for Data Entry

Client

Entry
Form

Infotheque
Representative

The Infotheque representative completes the entry form
from raw data. (This data sometimes originates from
the client or is often identified by the Infotheque
representative.)

Computer
Services

Memory
Banks

The Infotheque representative sends the form to
computer services for keypunching and entry into
memory banks of the computer.

Correction or
Error in Edit

A printout of the entered data is made to allow
validation of the data and correction of any errors.

Infotheque
Representative

Permuted5

Index
Create6 and
Update File

The edited data is used to develop a permuted index
and a create and update report.

:'See Section 3.1.3, "Permuted Index of Keywords"

6See Section 3.1.2, Create and Update Report
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Chapter 2
Definition of Codes and Symbols

2.1
Codes

2.1.1
The Break Comma
If a keyword runs over the end of a line, a comma is
inserted after the keyword to indicate its continuation on
the next line. Interruptions of this kind are more frequent
with multi-word keywords. If a space is desired
between two words on two different lines in the final
printout, a space should be left between the break
comma and the preceding word.

2.1.2
Language Code
A language code consists of the first letter of the
language name followed by an asterisk. The letter and
asterisk are in columns 1 and 2, respectively, of the
Infotheque transaction form e.g. English is coded as E

2.1.3
User Code
A three-character code, placed in columns 12, 13 and
14 of the transaction form, is assigned to each user. By
this means, the origin of any transaction may be
determined.

2.1.4
Identification Number
Spaces 15 to 17 of the Infotheque transaction form
contain an identification number which identifies a
transaction in a series of such transactions.

2.1.5
Time Expiry Code
The following codes put in column 3 of the Infotheque
transaction form designate how long a record is to be
kept:
P (or blank) - Permanent record
T - Temporary record (automatically removed from
storage after four months)
Numeric 1 to 9 — to be kept in the system for the
specified number of months.

A sample Infotheque transaction form, showing a user
code and identification number, is shown in Appendix
6.9.

2.1.6
Chemical Elements and Structural Formulae
Infotheque is not equipped to process the symbols
normally used for chemical elements, i.e., a combina-
tion of an upper and lower case letter (e.g., Ag).
Therefore the practice is to enter the full name of the
element, rather than a symbol. Structural formulae
could be entered using the Infograph Mode (see 2.1.7).

2.1.7
Control Words for Infograph Mode
The Infograph mode is the procedural device used
when a display of graphic or pictorial information, rather
than alphanumeric information, is required. This mode
requires printouts of varying length and width as well as
the use of symbols for shading. A representation can be
given shade, texture and contrast, as outlined in
Appendix 6.4, "Use of Control Words in Storage of
Graphic or Pictorial Information".

2.1.8
Patent Codes
Patents are identified not only by the country of origin,
but also by an assigned number. Both the country of
origin and the patent number are recorded on the
Infotheque transaction form when the data is entered.
There are nine characters allotted which identify the
patent. The first two characters relate to the country
identification code, and the last seven to the patent
number (e.g., xx 9999999). If the patent number is too
small to fill all the allocated spaces, unused space
should be zero-filled from the left (e.g., US 0000015).

2.2
Symbols
Symbols with specialized meanings frequently occur in
technical writing. Seldom is there provision for such
symbols on a keypunch machine. They must therefore
be translated to a form suitable for keypunching. A list
of these symbols and their keypunch equivalents may
be found in a manual by George Guibord of Computer
Information Systems Division entitled "Infotheque Data
Storage and Retrieval by Keywords".
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Chapter 3
Reports and Records

3.1
Computer Issued Reports

3.1.1
Edit Reports
When new records are added to storage by punch card,
they are first printed as an edit report. The purpose of
this report is to allow validation of the punch card. A list
of the new records with messages indicating certain or
possible error is then printed. Punch cards containing
errors are identified and rejected as invalid. They must
then be corrected and resubmitted. The correction of
punch cards containing possible error is optional since
such records are accepted as valid. Appendix 6.5, "List
of messages for Edit Reports", shows examples of
such messages.

3.1.2
Create and Update Report

After data records have been validated and accepted,
they are added to the master file and printed in the
create and update report. This report shows the record
number assigned to each new record, and the total
information content of the record. Appendix 6.6, "List of
Messages for Create and Update Reports", shows the
types of messages found in this report.

3.1.3
Permuted Index of Keywords
The computer index of all the keywords contained in the
master file, together with the language of the keyword
and its frequency, is called a permuted index. A sample
page from such an index is shown in Appendix 3.13,
"Permuted Index of Keywords".

3.2
Abstracts and Summaries

If the article being entered in Infotheque contains an
abstract or summary, the total abstract may be entered
in Infotheque with the keywords identified in the usual
manner. In the absence of such a precis, the keywords
are extracted from the article and entered directly on
the Infotheque transaction form.
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Chapter 4
Information Retrieval

4.1
Procedures of Search

There are different types of queries possible and each
has its own procedure of search. The type of search to
be conducted is specified by the search control code
which is entered in columns 1 to 3 of the Infotheque
transaction form. The different codes, together with a
description of the mechanics of the search, follow.

4.1.1
Different Types of Search
If the Search Control Code (columns 1 -3) is left Blank

This gives a reply which matches all the words shown in
the query. If many keywords are used, this request may
fail to find a match. If the system finds more than 50
replies in the memory banks, a message is printed
showing the number of answers found, and requesting
confirmation of the requirement to print.

If the Search Control Code (columns 1 -3) is ALL

All replies to the query are to be printed, regardless of
the number. This is used when a large number of
answers are anticipated. It may be used as a code for a
follow-up query, i.e., when the system requests con-
firmation of the requirement to print.

If the Search Control Code (columns 1 -3) is BBS

Those replies which match the best combination of
words are to be shown. Since BES also implies ALL, the
number of answers may be high.

In all search control codes other than "blank" or "ALL"
(which require an absolute match of every word in the
query), Infotheque always gives the best answer and
ignores lesser answers. The best answer is defined as
the record(s) which contain(s) the highest number of
words requested in the query. The search control codes
which follow describe the minimum number of key-
words which constitute an acceptable answer.

If the Search Control Code (columns 1 -3) is F03

This code shows the question will accept an answer
which is less than a perfect match. An answer will be
accepted which matches the maximum number of

words found. Lesser matches are acceptable, provided
the first three words are found. Specification of other
numbers is possible, e.g., F01, F02.

If the Search Control Code (columns 1 -3) is G03

This is the same as F03 except G03 will enable replies
of more than 50 entries to be printed. Similarly, it is
possible to specify other required matches, e.g., G02,
G04.

If the Search Control Code (columns 1 -3) is A03

An answer will be accepted which matches the max-
imum number of words found, provided three words -
any three words — are found. Other numbers may be
specified for the required match; e.g., A02, A04.

If the Search Control Code (columns 1 -3) is BOS

This is the same as A03 except 603 implies ALL,
meaning that replies of more than 50 entries will be
printed. Other numbers may be specified for the match.
e.g.,B02, B04.

4.2
Special Keywords
The different kinds of keywords which may be used to
construct a query are shown in Appendix 6.14, "Sample
Query to Infotheque". While some keywords are used
both in data entry and data retrieval, others are used
only in data retrieval.

4.2.1
Anti-keywords
Anti-keywords are used in data entry only when there is
a wish to specifically exclude some topic from the
answer to a query. Such keywords are circled rather
than underlined.

4.2.2
Truncated keywords
Since a word may appear with a variety of endings (e.g.,
visit, visitor, visiting), a technique to search for the stem
of the word, regardless of its ending, is required. This
technique is known as truncation. The stem of the
keyword is identified and the symbol used as a suffix,
e.g., visit . The search will then be made for all of the
variations of the keyword.



4.0 Information Retrieval continued

4.3
Flow Chart for Information Retrieval

Client

Permuted
Index

Infotheque
Representative

Phrasing
Query

Computer
Representative

Keypunch and
Process

Reply to
Query

Infotheque
Representative

Client

1. Client first consults permuted index to reduce query
to keywords and to determine if relevant information is
in the memory.

2. Client consults Infotheque representative to help
formulate query and to choose search code.

3. Infotheque representative transmits query to com-
puter representative who authorizes acceptance of the
query.

4. Computer representative arranges to process the
query and to convert it to machine-readable form.

5. Computer representative receives reply to query.

6. Reply is transmitted to Infotheque representative.

7. Reply is returned to client by Infotheque
representative.
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Chapter 5
Private Banks

5.1
Philosophy of Private Banks

Some information storage and retrieval systems (In-
fotheque is one) can contain private files to which only
the owner has access. In this way security problems
posed by the presence of confidential or highly special-
ized information in the memory can be eliminated.

5.2
Codes, Symbols, Reports and
Records for Private Banks

These are similar to those used for ordinary transac-
tions, e.g., language code, identification number, etc.

The Edit Report, Create and Update Report, and
Permuted Index contain information which originates
from the specific private bank. A search request to a
private bank will only involve those records which
belong to the private bank.

A private bank is distinguished from an ordinary bank by
the user code. The user code for a private bank is a
three-character symbol terminated by an asterisk, e.g.,
AB* The asterisk identifies the transaction as belonging
to a private bank.

5.3
Flow Chart Showing the Relationship between
Private and General Banks

The client contacts the Infotheque representative who
1. Defines the type of information requirement,
2. Consults the permuted index,
3. Advises in formulating the query, or in the entry of
data,
4. Directs client to a general or private bank.

General
Banks

General Permuted
Index

Client

Infotheque
Representative

Private
Banks

Private Permuted
Index
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Chapter 6
Appendices

6.1
Conventions For Entering Range Data

6.1.1
Age
The format for age in years is
AGE 999-999.

For two years, the format is
AGE 002.

For the range item 3 = 12 years old, the format is
AGE 003-012.

6.1.2
Cure Time
The format for cure time in hours is
CURETM99.99-99.99.

6.1.3
Date
The format for the range item date is
DATE 999999-999999.

day month year (last two digits)

Since the century is not shown, it is assumed to be the
twentieth. If it is not, a note must be added to that effect,
e.g., 100550 (period is 1850).

6.1.4
Elastic Limit
The format for the range item for elastic limit is
ELASTICLIM 999-999.
(Unit of EM is % elongation at breakpoint.)

6.1.5
Foot Pound
The format of the range item foot-pound is
FT/LB9999.9-9999.9.

6.1.6
Graduation Year
The format for the range item for graduation is
GRADUATE 9999-9999.

6.1.7
Hardness of Materials
The format for hardness under the Shore A scale is
SHOREA 99-99.
Under the Shore D scale it is
SHORED 99-99.

6.1.8
Impact Strength

The format for the range item for impact strength is
IMP 999.99-999.99.
The value is expressed in ft — Ibs.

6.1.9
Period
The format for the range item period is
PERIOD 9999-9999 or
PERIOD = 9999-9999 or
PERIOD9999-9999.

When this position is blank, both values are positive.
When this position is = , both values are negative.
When this position is , the left value is BC and the right
value is AD.

6.1.10
Prices and Dollar Signs
A price is expressed as a dollar sign, followed by
numeric characters, decimal points or commas which
the system must interpret.

6.1.11
Service Temperature

These can be expressed in either centigrade or
Fahrenheit values in the following way:
SERVTEMPF 9999-9999 or
SERVTEMPF = 9999-9999 or
SERVTEMPF9999-9999.
Temperature centigrade uses C rather than F.
When position is blank, both values are above zero.
When position is = , both values are below zero.
When position is , the left value is below zero and the
right value above zero.

6.1.12
Temperature
Temperature centigrade may be expressed in the
following way:
TEMPC9999or
TEMPC = 9999 or
TEMPC9999.
Symbol in position has the same significance as shown
in 6.1.11.
Temperature Fahrenheit uses F rather than C.

6.1.13
Tensile Strength
The range item for tensile strength is
TENSILE 9999-9999.
This is used where the value is expressed in PSI
(pounds per square inch).

6.1.14
Patent Numbers
The format for patent number range item remains fixed
in length, with the first two digits representing the
country in which the patent has been granted

XX 99999-999999.
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6.2
List of Keyword Prefixes

Editor or editeur
first word of an editor's name

Author or auteur
first word of an author's name

Title or litre
first word of a book or article

Datepub
date publication

Placepub
included as the first word of place of publication

Edit
included as the first word of the number of the edition

DEF.
the prefix of a word entered with a definition, e.g.,
DEFWORK PURPOSEFUL ACTIVITY

THES.
the prefix of a word which is entered with a thesaurus
entry, e.g., THESDESTINY - FATE

CO.co-author is entered in front of the co-author's
name; co is not included in the keyword.

6.3
Categories of Documents

(Suggestions for additional keywords)

Architecture
- Contemporary
- Restoration

Engineering
- Civil
- Other

History
- Canadian
- Other

General Methods and Techniques
- Microscopy
- Photography
— Analysis
— Museology

— Workshop Techniques
- Conservation
- Archaeology
— History
— Causes of Deterioration

Paper
- Technical Examination and Analysis
- Manipulation, Modification and Control of Properties
— Deterioration
- History

Wood
— Technical Examination and Analysis
— Manipulation, Modification and Control of Properties
- Deterioration and Conservation
- History

Fibers and Textiles
- Technical Examination
- Manipulation, Modification and Control of Properites
— Deterioration and Conservation
— History

Paint and Paintings
— Technical Examination — Analysis
— Manipulation, Modification and Control of Properties
— Deterioration and Conservation
— History

Glass and Ceramics
— Technical Examination and Analysis
- Manipulation, Modification and Control of Properties
- Deterioration and Conservation
— History

Stone and Masonry
- Technical Examination and Analysis
- Manipulation, Modification and Control of Properties
— Deterioration and Conservation
- History

Metals
— Technical Examination and Analysis
— Manipulation, Modification and Control of Properties
- Deterioration and Conservation
- History

Animal and Vegetable Products
- Technical Examination and Analysis
— Deterioration and Conservation
— History
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6.4
Use of Control Words for
Storage of Graphic or Pictorial Information

Introduction
Graphic or pictorial information is reproduced on the
printout by letters and/or numbers. To do this effec-
tively, it is necessary to enter certain controls which
permit particular operational requirements unique to
graphic information. These include entry of graphic
displays of varying size, and the addition of emphasis
and texture to certain drawings. The following are the
most important features of the system:

1. Printing occurs as a continuous operation. The
"bottom of the line skip", used in normal printouts, is
eliminated.

2. Records of any length and width may be entered. If
the records are wider than 60 characters, they must be
pasted together after the printout is complete.

3. Programs are available to "shade" the printing so as
to show some parts of the picture as darker than others.

These varying requirements are met by the use of
"control" words. These words are entered as an
integral part of the graphic record to control the quality
of the print.

INFOGRAPH
The system enters into the Infograph mode which
deactivates the end of the page skip. No over-printing
occurs with this control.

INFOGRAPH N
This causes entry to the Infograph mode but the line is
not printed.

INFOGRAPH 1 to 9
Each of these controls describes an over-printing
instruction. With Infograph 2, for example, the first line
is printed and the next two are printed over the top. This
allows the introduction of texture into the print by having
some parts darker than others.

INFOGRAPHFFIN
This terminates the Infograph mode.

INFOGRAPHFINN
This terminates the Infograph mode. The line is not
printed.

Entry

INFOGRAPH

INFOGRAPHN

AAAAAAAA
BBBBBBBB
CCCCCCCC

INFOGRAPH 1
HHHHHHHH
CCCCCCCC

INFOGRAPH 2
HHHHHHHH
CCCCCCCC
XXXXXXXXX

INFOGRAPHFFIN

INFOGRAPHFINN

Result

INFOGRAPH

AAAAAAAA
BBBBBBBB
CCCCCCCC

INFOGRAPHFFIN
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6.5
List of Messages for Edit Reports

When entering information, the computer monitors the
incoming data and can give back messages to the
operating staff concerning the validity of data. Three
types of edit messages can occur:

The record is correct and acceptable.
- new record xx accepted xx
- record addition xx accepted xx
— record deletion xx accepted xx

Messages in the body, or at the end of the report:
Erratum: maximum record segment reached,

remaining additions will be ignored
Erratum: will be error, entire record is rejected
Erratum: range item ignored, maximum allowed is 5
Erratum: range item ignored, after line 30
Erratum: range item ignored, values descending

The record is acceptable but contains
a warning of possible error.

- superfluous blanks x accepted x
- keyword contains punctuation (or data records)
— k/w punctuation xx accepted xx

The record is not acceptable and is rejected.
- invalid user code
— invalid line
- invalid transaction code
- invalid language code
— invalid keyword
— invalid record number
- non-sequential line number
— keyword has no character
— mismatched delimiters
- data has no keywords
— keyword has,,
- mixed indents in batch
- keyword begins / ends with blank
- keyword exceeds 504 characters
- missing break comma

6.6
List of Messages For Create And Update Reports

The message can be shown on three different locations:
in the heading of the report, in the body of the report, or
at the end of the report.

Messages in the heading of the report:
- new data record added to the systemQW — data
record deleted from system
- data lines added to system record
— unable to delete record

record user is not record originator
- unable to delete record, an addition has been
processed
- transaction rejected, data record not found in system
- time expired (creation data xx/xx/xx; time code T).
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6.7

Permuted Index of Keywords
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6.0 Appendices Continued

6.9.2
Sample Add Transaction
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6.9.3
Sample Delete Transaction
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6.0 Appendices Continued

6.9.4
Sample Bring Foreward Transaction
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6.9.5
Sample Entry Form for Infograph

infograph

infotheque

* code • : ' ,,t 1 1 i s a t e u r

>rlhern Affairs el Ou Nord

Comma at end of a tine
implies continuation ot
keyword on next l ine

Una virgule a la tin d'une
ligne signitie continuation
du mot-cle' sur la ligne
suivante
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poge ot /de
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